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Dear Mr. President,

I am writing, both on my own personal behalf, and on behalf of the entire
SOBAN family, to thank you and. the dynamic SOB A. America Chapter for your
exemplary commitment and supportiveness,
Since the stewardship of our Association was handed to me, SOB A America
under your fine leadership has been the mainspring of my energy, to which your recent
participation in the A.GM of 7 May provides just another notch. [ cannot be sufficiently
grateful.
Equally. I appreciate your having found the time to discuss the sickbay project
with me. It's a good thing that we have resolved to revive the project and see it through
by the next AG.M. In. this regard, all the Chapters should be ready and willing to deep
their hands in their coffers. You know that we still have a shortfall of 23 million frs.
Needless to say here that SOB A is looking up to SOB A America for logistical and
financial leadership. On my part, 1 will introduce a project levy in all the home Chapters,
but I will do this in the humble knowledge that the outcome will be more symbolic than
decisive. SOB A America and SOB A UK are the Chapters'
I was happy to know that the Proprietor is making a contribution of 3 million
francs. This gesture also brings them financially on deck. I have the feeling that progress
of the project will ease out some more contribution from them, so let's just get down to
work
1 understand that your annual convention is due in the days ahead. All my wishes
of success and strength are guaranteed you.
God .bless us all.

Proil/George D, Nyamndi

